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Lilacs out of a Dead Land 
IF those formulae for politics which 

please the simple-minded and i l lu
minate almost nothing were a plausible 
pursuit, it might be tempting to cons
truct a jampot theory of conflict. Basi
cally, this would say that a spoonful 
of conflict here means one less there— 
the pot is finite, and the jam, spread 
thick or thin, can only go so far; more 
than this, one can never eliminate all 
the jam all the time. 

Consider, for example, the Cold War. 
In the good old days when everyone 
knew what to hate, all the jam coagu
lated in a sticky indigestible mess be
tween the great monoliths, a cause for 
constant alarm on both sides, but a 
situation which at least ensured that 
all the jam was in one place. Neither 
side bargained with the pros
pect of the jam between them liquify
ing once more, and seeping back to 
its original source, dripping through 
the interstices of the apparently im
pregnable alliances and back even into 
each individual society. 

The first stage has now passed--
France and China, each fondly way
ward in its ways, have set out 
to corner their own private little bit of 
the jam market, and this unexpected 
egotism, after all the years of 'interna
tionalism' has set up general keep-ahead-
of-the-Joneses movements through
out the world; Rumania and Pakistan, 
the little bears following the big, have 
eagerly set out along the new trail that 
leads to the scent of honey. This first 
stage, however, is still imitative: seek
ing to set up bloc counter-blocs, 
pocket NATOs and baby Warsaw Pacts, 
whether embodied in the mild blocism 
of Bandung and Belgrade, or in the 
Gaullist vision of the Common Market 
or a Maoist version of some East Asian 
confederation, the whale protected by 
many minnows. Again, the phase still 
produces automatic see-saws rather 
than complex balancing between many 
counter-pressures—in the early fifties, 
when India was very friendly with 
China, Pakistan naturally leaned well 
over towards the West; now with West
ern help to India, Pakistan again leans, 
this time the opposite way, which in 
turn tends to push India further into 
the warm and suffocating embrace of 
America—as if there were still only 
two alternatives in the world. 

But the end of the overwhelming 
fear of War, the end of nuclear wea
pons as the sole cause of international 
ulcers, has produced even more dra
matic reverberations in the second 

phase—astonishingly, justice rather 
than peace has once more become part 
of the programme in many countries, 
and one by one the domestic shibbo
leths of the ancien regime are 
falling beneath the upswell, the renais
sance of genuine politics. Consider, 
for example, the flotsam on this 
month's tide—Goldwater commands 
the Republicans, and promises in a 
world of newly recreated nation 
states that if other countries are 
permitted to be nationalist. America 
has the same right; in West Germany, 
formerly as solidly monolithic as any 
further east, the Bavarian Goldwater, 
Strauss, is assailing with vigour and 
courage the heights of bourgeois Bonn, 
trying with some success to erase the 
image of an American Germany and 
substitute an independent Gaullist one. 
In Britain, the Tories, increasing their 
polled lead to the point where an elec
tion now would bring Labour only a 
twenty-seat majority, are considering 
whether to fight the election on the de
fence of Britain's miniscule 'nuclear 
deterrent', leaving Labour to shelter 
under the American nuclear umbrella, 
somewhat nervously lest the hand hold
ing the brolly become Goldwater's. In 
NATO, the 'multilateral defence force', 
intended by the United States as a 
concession to the new nationalisms, 
might in fact be no more than a sign 
of how deep the rot has gone, the pre
lude to disintegration. Not that on the 
other side, Russia is any cosier—the 
old time satellites are chafing, just as 
nationalistically as anyone, and within 
each member state, the divisions visibly 
grow. 

But if the nationalist Right seems to 
dominate the front-page, the Left has 
not been amiss—after all, Goldwater is 
a partial response to the splendid cam
paign of white and negro throughout 
the United States, a campaign now 
reaching its apogee and surely 
more than coinciding with a revival 
on the Right. In Germany, the 
metal workers union has in recent years 
increasingly bounced against the limits 
of the 'free market economy', includ
ing Brandt's sterile mock-up of Ken
nedy reformism, a bounce that has im
pelled it to reconsider just what sort 
of society it is desirable to have and 
what sort of society was demanded by 
the old pre-World War I Social Demo
cratic Party. In Italy, Nenni's attempt 
to slip on a homburg hat without 
being noticed, effectively flushed the 
genuine left out of the Socialist Party 
into a new and promising embryonic 

challenge to the status quo. True, in 
France the comparable PSU has not so, 
far made much headway, but at least 
there is for the first time the chance 
that de Gaulle will face a united left 
opposition candidate in next year's 
Presidential elections; and Thorez, ac
companied by a shout of universal re
lief, had at long last been eased out of 
office —like the Italian Communist 
Party, the French might develop into 
one of the most exciting heterodox 
entities now that the old regime has 
been eroded. True, also, that in Britain, 
the Labour Party is stuck deep in the 
mud of affluence, the New Left which 
so long ago bravely set so many balls 
rolling for everybody else is now a 
spent force, and even the Campaign 
for Nuclear Disarmament visibly sags 
and sighs, busy more with cosy plans 
for the will o' the wisp of universal 
disarmament (some people can still 
put flesh on this hoary ghost) than 
with the genuine popular radicalism 
that launched it into the newspapers; 
but then everybody is holding their 
health for October and the election— 
but whether Wilson wins or not, the 
crossing will not be smooth for by 
now the Left should be tired of wait
ing for the promised land to appear 
by magic and without their own 
resolute efforts. 

On the other side of the Elbe, the 
straws in the wind are never so clear: 
lines of communication remain rusty, 
yet the Czech students did riot in Pra
gue on May Day, the Poles have held 
more sit-down strikes in the factories, 
and in Russia, with a slumped rate of 
growth in recent years, the echoes of 
the strikes and demonstrations in late 
1963 still reverberate. More than this, 
just as Khrushchev by his 1956 rejec
tion of his Stalinist past set afoot all 
sorts of other rejections (including of 
himself) he could not control, so 
Gheorghiu-Dej will not be able to con
trol the rejection of his Government now 
that he has summoned popular support 
for his repudiation of Russia. Again, 
Yugoslavia has restored the right to 
strike, the crucial condition of any 
independent activity by Yugoslav 
workers. Far over to the east, 
in the frozen Arctic of China, 
wild tales of revolts in Yunnan, a 
bomb outrage in Canton, rumbles in 
Sinkiang and continued resistance in 
Tibet, are too vague and come from 
sources which are too doubtful to be 
given much credence—Stalinism seems 
to reign supreme. But Stalinism 
tempered, for, it is said. Ho Chi Minh 
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is no satellite, but more the leader of 
the independent force of Vietnamese 
nationalism; and even North Korea 
seems nationalist first and pro-Chinese 
only afterwards. 

Thus, conflict, held at bay by (or 
sublimated in) the Cold War, has seep
ed back to its decentralised sources. 
The Cold War and any sort of coagu
lated peaceful coexistence held no offer 
of progress; it offered only an unstable 
stalemate, a precarious and stagnant 
peace, the stability of the overwhelm
ingly destructive confrontation of two 
equally abhorrent and nationalist ruling-
classes. Decentralisation has come with 
a rush, and now polarisation is not be
tween two politically identical politi
cians, one in Washington and one in 
Moscow, both berating the other vehe
mently for identical sins while the pas
sive world looked on at the empty 
tirade. Now it is between the Gold-
water men of the new white collar 
West, the Orpington men, and the new 
radicals who rightly demand, bomb or 
no bomb, justice can no longer be 
postponed. Polarisation means that 
many of the intermediate distinctions, 
formerly made so important, evaporate. 

Not that any of this directly concerns 
the orthodox trouble spots which, even 
if sometimes symptomatic of broader 
movements, are in the world sum of 
things, of marginal significance for the 
future. The circles spreading out 
around India contain more than their 
fair share of troubles—Burma's drive 
to etatiste nationalism might upset its 
precarious status quo, Indonesia's cer
tainly wil l , and now even Ceylon has 
made a few hesitant stumbles towards 
more militant unification of its society. 
Aden, a shuttlecock between Arab na
tionalism and British neo-colonialism, 
might settle down if the British respond 
to Nasser's latest soft tones. But Zanzi
bar further down the coast is not so 
promising—its early domestic reforms 
were broadly excellent but its radical-
ism could make it also a shuttlecock, 
this time between China's impatient im
portunities and the now rather conser
vative African nationalism of the main
land. On the next circle outwards falls 
unhappy Cyprus, still trapped in irre-
concilables, and Baathist Syria now 
wooed by radical China as a counter
weight to radical Egypt (wooed by 
Baathist Russia). Algeria is also 
threatened from Right and Left who 
feel that democracy ought to be part of 
'socialism', to which Ben Bella has just 
ominously replied, 'Our socialism stems 
from Islam' (and Wilson's from Method
ism, Ne Win's from 'Burma', Sukarno's 
from guided Java, and little Sihanouk's 
from Cambodian nationalism laced with 

Buddhism—why do they all still claim 
the same word?). Congo, newly em
braced by Tshombe, shows no signs of 
being able to escape disaster, which is 
much the same as South Africa, busily 
gnawing away the last vestiges of bour
geois democracy. Southern Rhodesia 
stays stuck in a frozen posture of defi
ance, tempered by a recognition of im
perial preference on tobacco. Finally, 
Indo-China remains a guttered house 
inhabited by motley gangsters, pirates 
living off the land, with no prospect yet 
of anything to give the poor people 
some modest modicum of shelter except 
yet another broken-down lean-to tack
ed on to the ruin. Faraway in the dis
tance, Berlin still grumbles, and Cuba 
glows, Brazil breaks more radical necks, 
and Mississippi continues to receive 
back in Federal aid five dollars for 
every one paid in Federal taxes, aid put 
to good uses, as three dead Freedom 

Fighters show. 
Terror froze the world during the 

Dulles-Stalin era, and now that the ter
ror has abated, there is a chance of 
change. Politics can no longer be en
capsulated within the walls of the room 
where the summit politicians meet—it 
must return to its rightful owners, the 
mass of the people. If the Cold War, 
of its nature, was a world dictatorship, 
a totalitarian shadow that kept the mil
lions of the world in fear, then the end 
of the Cold War makes democracy 
possible. And democracy means 
that, at least in the short-term, 
the Right will revive, not just the Left, 
that the American people can risk 
Goldwater means that already the dan
ger is very much less, and the Left is 
already a challenge. Which is a cause 
for optimism, more optimism than has 
perhaps been possible for many years: 
jam today, and for everyone. 

Had We Listened Well. . . 
Kalyani Maitra 

HE had asked, quite simply, for only 
a handful of ashes to be thrown 

into the Ganga and strewn over fields, 
but his party made of this request a 
near farce—a tamasha—something that 
he would have abhorred. Should we 
read into this an augury for the future? 
The spirit of Jawaharlal gone, but his 
name exploited for benefit of infinitely 
lesser mortals, whose one wish is to 
hold on to the reins of power? 

Without the magic of his presence, 
the aura of his charm and good looks, 
will future generations treasure him 
and his vision as much as we do? India 
is an ancient country and the cult of 
hero-worship is almost part of us. Our 
people still love their old rulers and 
cherish the memory of Raja Ram. But 
doesn't this prevent healthy growth? 
Must we always look back? 

Not having known his glamour, the 
public of the future wil l judge lawahar-
lal's successes and failures by a differ
ent standard. He loved and was in 
turn loved most extravagantly by his 
people. He had endured hardships and 
humiliations and forsaken much for 
them, and when freedom came, it was 
he — debonair, aristocratic, verily a 
prince among men—who put them into 
focus in the critical eyes of the world. 
Even while admitting his impatience 
with practical detail, the failure to 
choose men wisely and the unnecessary 
sentimentality over personal relations, 
we admired him because he was so 
sincere in his convictions and so much 
in love with his India. 

We, who knew foreign domination, 
value the contribution of our freedom 

fighters and for us August 15 holds a 
different meaning. Our children, who 
were born in freedom, take freedom for 
granted, like rich men's sons their 
patrimony and wealth. The image of 
the fairy prince turned pauper for the 
sake of his people will no longer hold 
good, simply because the situation 
will no longer exist. Generations 
change and so do their ideals. We no 
longer want to be unique Indians up
holding impossible standards of con
duct—which we do not practise—and 
which win us no friends. It would be 
well if future Prime Ministers and 
leaders of India preached less and 
looked more to the realities of our 
own problems. They will lack 
Jawaharlals stature to speak to the 
world and be heard. After all, the 
United States during her adolescence 
was forgiven her preoccupation with 
herself. And ours is a strange ado
lescence, at once new and old, and the 
slate is not clean—but covered with 
the dust of ages. 

If we had listened well when he 
was alive, his death should make no 
difference to our outlook. Our con
science should show us how to assimi
late changes and yet keep our basic 
ideals. But will the post-Nehru era ring 
this change? If the youth of today is not 
over-burdened with ideals of the past, I 
trust that in future it may be given to 
many more to say: 

"I loved you and so I drew the 
tides of men into my hands, and 
wrote my wil l across the sky in 
stars", 
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